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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 25/100
Item ID: P048-49-S
EAN: 5060520954530
Size: 165 x 253 x 17 mm
Weight: 230 g

Recommended price

629 SEK

Discover the perfect blend of form and function with the Pipetto iPad Mini 6 Origami No3 Pencil Case, a
versatile and protective accessory that transforms to suit your every need. Its unique design not only
enhances your iPad experience but also ensures maximum protection with a modern, antibacterial
twist. Optimized for the iPad Mini 6th Generation, this case allows you to make the most of your device
with seamless adaptability.

Multi-Angle Stand Positions for Every Occasion
Superior Shock Absorption for Ultimate Protection
Convenient Apple Pencil Storage
Certified Antibacterial Material for Hygiene
Energy-Saving Auto Sleep-Wake Functionality

Multi-Angle Stand Positions for Every Occasion
The Origami No3 Pencil Case boasts an ingenious 5-in-1 folding style that tailors to your viewing
preferences. Whether you're typing out an email, engaging in a casual video call, or indulging in your
favorite Netflix series, our design provides stability and flexibility without compromise. Two distinct
angles replicate the Apple Smart Cover experience, while additional folds create a stable base for
enjoyment on any surface.

Superior Shock Absorption for Ultimate Protection
Our TPU case isn't just about looks – it's designed to safeguard your iPad Mini 6 from life's everyday
bumps and drops. The shock-absorbent TPU shell, along with internal air pockets, ensures full edge-to-
edge protection, keeping your device secure and your mind at ease.

Convenient Apple Pencil Storage
Never misplace your Apple Pencil again with the Origami No3 Pencil Case's integrated storage.
Designed to accommodate both the Apple Pencil 2nd Gen and the Apple Pencil (USB-C), your stylus
remains in sync and charges without interruption, ready whenever inspiration strikes.

Certified Antibacterial Material for Hygiene
In an era where cleanliness is paramount, our case features custom materials with embedded
antimicrobial agents, certified to eliminate 99.9% of bacteria. The efficacy of this technology will persist
for the life of the case, giving you peace of mind and a clean slate.

Energy-Saving Auto Sleep-Wake Functionality
Extend your iPad's battery life by up to 20% with our intelligent auto sleep-wake feature. This intuitive
functionality conserves energy when your iPad is not in use, ensuring it's ready to go when you are.

Package includes

1 x Pipetto iPad Mini 6 Origami No3 Pencil Case

Product specifications

Compatible with iPad Mini 6th Generation (2021) - Model Numbers A2567, A2568, A2569
Versatile 5-in-1 Folding Design for multiple viewing and typing angles
Protective TPU Shell with shock absorption and full-edge protection
Integrated Storage for Apple Pencil 2nd Gen and Apple Pencil (USB-C)
Materials Certified to Kill 99.9% of Bacteria
Auto Sleep-Wake Functionality to preserve battery life
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